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CLIENT MEETING  
 

Client 
Dr. Kam (Sponsor), Mr. Hong and Mr. 

Joe from KooPrime (Clients) 

Minute Taker Naresh 

Date & Time 8 September, 1600 

Venue SIS Meeting Room 4-3 

Absentees Jess 
 

TOPICS 
1. Demonstration of BEDS from KooPrime 

2. Feedback from Sponsor to GoodMix 

Next Meeting 

CONTENT 
DEMONSTRATION OF BEDS FROM KOOPRIME 

Discussion 

Mr. Hong and Mr. Joe demonstrated their BEDS application. Client informed sponsor 
that there should be a GIS search incorporated into their BEDS application. 

Sponsor asked client where and how the data are being resided for BEDS application.  

Mr. Joe showed us the ER Diagram and explains how the data flows and how it works. 

Sponsor requested GoodMix to show the Video Info Window to understand how it 
works and its logic behind it. 

How the data is being passed into the Video Info Window, likewise KooPrime has to 
work on a logic that the end results of the search can be passed into RIBA Info 
Window. 

 

Conclusion 

Dr. Kam has requested KooPrime to get the end results from BEDS and to be reflected 
onto RIBA Info Window. 

KooPrime has been tasked to write a PHP file to invoke the end results from BEDS. 

KooPrime also has to synchronize all the “sig_plants” data to be reflected into BEDS 
Metadata format. 

KooPrime will need to show to Sponsor and GoodMix on their progress in the next 
upcoming meeting. 

 

 

FEEDBACK FROM SPONSOR TO GOODMIX 

Conclusion 

Dr.Kam has requested GoodMix, to collate all the data in GIS, export to Excel and pass 
the necessary data to KooPrime for them to integrate into their systems. 

Dr. Kam has requested GoodMix to work on the spatial search and put on hold for the 

Info Window for Image and Video tabs till NPark clients sees the current development 

made. Dr.Kam also mentioned that we will probably look into a new function, Graphical 

Analysis. 
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Wrap Up 

Meeting adjourned @ 1730 

Next meeting details TBC 

 

DISCLAIMER:  

Any amendments/feedback about the content must be given to minutes taker within 3 days 

from this adjourned meeting. Minutes taker will have to send the updated minutes within 1 

day for any amendments.  


